Attention Editors & Reporters
David Rubenstein Interviews Michael Neidorff, Dr. Timothy Sands,
Phillip de Picciotto, Mark Ein, and Guylaine Saint Juste
LIVESTREAM EVENT
David Rubenstein will interview five participants in four segments on COVID-19 and the path forward for businesses,
universities, and social gatherings during the pandemic.
Segment One
Michael Neidorff has led Centene Corporation’s transformation from a closely held $40 million corporation to a
publicly traded, Fortune 100 diversified corporation with annual revenues expected to exceed $104 billion in 2020.
With the recent completion of its $19.6 billion merger with WellCare Health Plans, Centene provides healthcare
solutions through Medicaid, Medicare and the Health Insurance Marketplace to more than 23 million members in all
50 states.
Segment Two
Dr. Timothy Sands of Virginia Tech will discuss the impact of COVID-19 on college campuses and their decisions
regarding on-campus learning in the fall.
Segment Three
Philip D.M. de Picciotto of Octagon – Sports and Entertainment Agency and Mark Ein of Venturehouse Group and
Managing Owner of Washington, D.C.’s Citi Open will discuss the return of competitive sports.
Segment Four
Guylaine Saint Juste of Year Up – National Capital Region will discuss her organization’s work to close the
opportunity divide by ensuring that young adults gain the skills, experiences, and support that will empower them to
reach their potential through careers and higher education.
When:

Tuesday, June 23, 2020
Program – 10:00 – 11:00 am EDT

Where:

Via livestream on ZOOM All participants must pre-register.
REGISTER HERE - You will receive a confirmation with information to access the program.
The recording will also be posted to the Economic Club Website shortly after the event.
If you have questions, please contact:
Judi Irastorza or John Jacobs media@economicclub.org - 202-223-3959/202-481-3266

The Economic Club of Washington, D.C. Established in 1986 as a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization created to strengthen ties among the diverse and growing business
community based in metropolitan Washington, D.C., and with the diplomatic community, The Economic Club of Washington, D.C. promotes global awareness of the pivotal
role Washington plays in the national and world economies. Its goals are twofold: to provide a prominent forum where eminent global leaders can share their insights about
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Co-Founder and Co-Executive Chairman of The Carlyle Group, is the current President.
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